
W.D. Ganns Astrological formula for 
Stocks and Futures

  In SUPER TIMING this formula is shown in detail. All of Ganns public predictions 
were analyzed to reveal the one common factor. Supertiming explains all of Ganns pre-
dictions by using the one formula. It shows you which planet will be signaling the 
next trend turn and it works on all markets.  As well as Ganns timing method there 
is the price target method which is demonstrated by his predictions and from real life 
examples in recent markets (this is not a planets longitude converted to price). The real 
answer is in Supertiming where you will learn the pattern combination that is found in 
all of Ganns predictions both long and short term. You will see how this works on a 
swing basis as we work through whole sequences of short term trades that Gann actu-
ally did. You will see why he entered the market when he did and the reason he took 
pro  ts only to re enter at a better price the next day. This also contains all the trades 
in the book plus nearly 100 years of the Dows major highs and lows so you can see 
how well it has worked. Price: $250.00 includes shipping world wide. Also available 
is his new Pro  table Forecasting Master Course Price: $460.00  Also now available:

                   W.D. Gann’s The Astrological Method
Master Time Factor

   Learn WD. Gann’s Master Time Factor to accurately Forecast Forex, Stocks & Com-
modities.This Video Course on DVD will demonstrate step by step how you can use the 
Master Time Factor for any market. Even if you are a total novice, the clear explaina-
tions will leave you in no doubt how to  nd the pulse of the market. Price: $195.00
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The MurreyMath Trading Frame software program will automatically 
decide for you if a market is Over Bought or Over  Sold, and 

The MurreyMath Trading Frame Software

 ict

PRICE $1000.00
End-of-Day version includes: One Set of Software,

Murrey Math Book, CD Learning Lessons & EMail Updates
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Murrey Math Book
alone
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60 Day Software Trial 
& credit for full version

$250.00


